
From Wilson Rudy <rudywilsongdesertsandsus>
To Salazar Donna <donnasalazardesertsandsus>
Sent 11102020 50007 AM

Subject Re Inappropriate Social Media and Public Behavior

The racist and misogynist comments reveal his character Stating he openly and knowingly violates Covid

guidelines in the community is disrespectful and potentially dangerous Unfortunately his studentsfamilies see

this as well

On Mon Nov 9 2020 at 837 PM Salazar Donna <donnasalazardesertsandsus> wrote

reprehensible Unfortunately we have had to respond to a few parent complaints about employees political posts on social media and

you are correct they have the right to express themselves in their private lives I am so disappointed by Mr Snells posts hes a teacher

and does not seem to care about his influence on students and besides that what he has posted is amoral in my opinion

On Sat Nov 7 2020 at 839 PM Rudy Wilson <rudywilsondesertsandsus> wrote

I guess this is simply freedom of speech It explains a few things about this teacher

Dr R Wilsons iPhone

Begin forwarded message

From
Date November 7 2020 at 42709 PM PST

To Rudy Wilson <rudywilsondesertsandsus>

Subject Inappropriate Social Media and Public Behavior

I am quite frankly appalled This inappropriate behavior was just brought to my attention by a former student of

yours I am not one to involve myself in politics but the blatant racism and misogyny is inexcusable Mr Snells

Facebook page was found easily as could be by any student or parents involved with this school These are just a

few of many offensive disgusting posts

Mr Snell has also been witnessed in public going directly against CDC guidelines and endangering the lives of the

general public as he has also confessed to such actions in one of the posts provided below I have no direct intent

with this email but to inform you of such actions I do not expect a response I only ask to remain anonymous to

Mr Snell as to me he seems to exhibit dangerous behaviors

The images below were provided to me by said former student they would prefer to remain anonymous entirely

They have also made a formal report through your website thank you
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Now this is strange Just went to

httpswwwcnncom to check the the covid updates

Strange thing there really wasnt anything just one

blurb of fearporn to get people to hoard toilet paper

again under a story about comedian Colbert

What gives cnn are we still in a pandemic Dont you

care about covid anymore

What are other sites like that are normally COVID

COVID COVID What happened to all the wear a mask

billboards

I went to the store this morning and saw 6 other

people with no masks Im usually the only one What

do you see 11Miet Alb

Was it ever about the virus or was it always about the

election to provide a means to an end
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CNN Breaking News Latest News and
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Biden predicament we are on guard for Democrats to attempt to subvert state

deadlines for receiving and counting ballots and we will fight to make sure they
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The great Texas bus caper Libtard clearly had

abandoned the lane then tried to push the truck off

the road You are welcome FBI your job is clear arrest

the libtard for bad driving
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Simply could not pass this one by
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Have you ever paused to be surprised that Covid is still

around It was made in ChyNa afterall
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Another Drag the interstate rallyAmish
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